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Let 'im bring in the beat, drop your pom pom
Let 'im bring in the beat, drop your pom pom
Boom, yeah I like that
When the drumstick snaps down on the snap
Starts shakin out flows like I just don't care
Relentless-lentless as a rapper I -tacular
Havin been discovered with the African d-ispera
Boom clack cuz freak it like that
Fall back, that's to a precurtional attack
Rats attack repetative rythim ribbit the habitat
From the north of Brazil to North Cataract
Feel it, breath it, pump it, move it
Heard you kids can do something, prove it!
Thank God for the drums in my music,
because you gave me a gift I might use it,
All up until my days are done
See the beat is where I get the inspiration from,
Get up out your seat and come in, on the one
Feel the rythim of the beat...
And Give the Drummer Some
(4x)Give the Drummer Some, let 'im bring in the beat
Bring in the number one, drop your pom pom
Thats where the whole vibe comes from,
boom, boom clack, yeah i like that (4x)
Thats right, keep it goin now
(3x)Get some Nappy(3x)
All right, drop a can of three liters or two
Ask me about they hip hop, the boom dam
Make dance tracks force you two feet to tap

Contact, when the state "quick hit" the "high hat"
Like flap jacks, slap and flip on plate flap,
Hot and edible, most unforgettable,
Short fire repetable, real life and credibles
True heroes never walk as they animated
Save it for you're monday light that keeps you
aggravated
Here's a back stage pass I had it laminated
Come and Give the Drummer some and hit it like
tamales baby.
Smash that ass, that ya cracks in his ab(?)
Wake up to the swing, go straight to the jazz
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As you move, a new day in the sun
Rays shinin like it's simple in the stage light, son
Get out your seat baby get on the one
Feel the rythim of the beat, and Give the Drummer
Some
(4x)Give the Drummer Some, let 'im bring in the beat
Bring in the number one, drop your pom pom
Thats where the whole vibe comes from,
boom, boom clack, yeah i like that (4x)
Ya we do when we get in you town
We give love all around and (rock the house)
Don't sleep all night, check out jump on the stage and
(rock the house)
Eight skills, want four(?) It's this we don't stop cuz we
just (rock the house)
Comin' soon to you neighborhood and when we do s'all
good cuz we
(rock the house)
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